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Chapter 01 : INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Paperplane

Paperplane is a Bengaluru based health-tech startup that helps doctors digitize

their clinic and help them build their own digital clinic brand. The company

was started in 2021 amidst the Covid-19 pandemic to help provide quality

health care to everyone. Since then, Paperplane has raised 400,000$ from VC

firms across the country. Paperplane will build a digital clinic and virtual

receptionist on WhatsApp to enable physicians around the world to leverage

their personal brands to provide patients with the most personalized medical

experience.

The internship was with Paperplane . The current product offerings include

an app, pharmacy application along with web dashboard and portfolio

websites. The given project was to make a templated website builder. This

was accompanied with major development and bug fixes on the client facing

frontend dashboard. The frontend dashboard is built on ReactJs while the

backend is made on FastApi. While most of the work involved working on

the frontend, this internship also provided a good learning opportunity to

learn database designing for large scale projects. The database used was

MongoDB while the mobile development was done with Flutter.
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The major focus was on successfully understanding their working structure

and pattern alongside gaining an extensive skill set as Full Stack Engineer and

related underlying technologies, the focus was on learning soft skills like

communicating within a corporate firm and working with the team.

Internship goals included successfully understanding various coding

paradigms used by a company to build its application and get thorough

understanding of some of the company's existing products and some of the

upcoming products and projects.

The working culture of the company is great. Paperplane has a typical blend

of work and fun. Internship included a fair bit of communication through

virtual technologies like meet, slack.

The project undertaken during this period presented a great learning

opportunity and practice to work under pressure as well as urgency to work in

real time live client projects. In Any case, in the task that needed to put on a

certain something, what this opportunity provided me with most is the way

that this chance truly opened the entry way into my profession. The amazing

thing about this temporary position experience is that it truly overcame any

barrier between learning things and really applying a portion of this

information into a reality project and getting appreciated for it. The way that

this entry-level position straightforwardly identified with what was required

to get started on company projects from contributing to actually owning them

was of immense help. The internship at Paperplane, Bangalore was a great

opportunity to learn, test and work on Full Stack Engineering skills alongside

working on soft skills like communication.
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Chapter 02 : DESCRIPTION OF THE INDUSTRY

2.1 HealthTech (Health & technology)

The term HealthTech is made up of two words Health and Technology, it is

basically the aggregation of the two fields where the technology is used to

innovate and improve newer domains into the world of health care. From the

ability for consumers or users to view and take their practice online, to

applications that allows them to make and manage everyday operations of

their clinic. HealthTech's closest examples in our day to day life would be

implementation of apps like Practo. On one hand, where apps like Practo help

doctors with discovery, Paperplane helps doctors in their digital marketing,

build an online presence, and expand their clientele to pan India.

One of the biggest opportunities provided by the advent of healthtech in the

current marketspace is in terms of aiding the common man with the

opportunity of having quality healthcare from anywhere in the world. This is

specifically important for Tier 2 and Tier 3 cities where quality and quick

healthcare was  beyond the reach of the common man.

HealthTech's growth can primarily be attributed to the Covid-19 pandemic,

where the healthcare systems of major countries collapsed to the brink.

Moreover, the solutions offered by fintech companies are no longer

"universal." Instead, it provides targeted (often niche) services that fill gaps in

specific health care needs. It may also be offered at a much lower cost than

the services offered by traditional health care providers.
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2.2 Paperplane

Paperplane offers multiple products and services in domains of the payment

be it in terms of digital marketing, invoice generation or simple appointment

booking and management.

The current team under which this particular internship is working on the

dashboard product and website builder of the company. The following

projects include a basic version for small clinics and individual practitioners

and an enterprise version for hospitals and polyclinics along with some

additional products like digital pharmacy and website builder

Following are the major projects which are currently operating :-

1. Web Dashboard : The dashboard is built on ReactJs. It is the core

product offering of the company where doctors and their staff can book

and manage appointments. The doctors can also create digital

prescription. It also provides them with personally curated marketing

content & posters which they can share to build and expand their digital

presence. The clients can also view and track their online transactions

along with the ability to make a custom google-form like web based app

for patient feedback.

Dashboard link: https://app.paperplane.health

2. Mobile Application: The mobile app, available on Android & Ios is

built on the flutter platform. The app offers the same features as the web

dashboard along with some additions like the option to send digital

prescriptions and chat with patients on Whatsapp.

https://app.paperplane.health
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3. Pharmacy: This feature is basically an integrated solution with core

product offerings of the company to provide enterprise clients with a

holistic experience. It’s a web-based light application to handle lab tests

and pharmacy orders which currently can handle a small database of

3000-5000 medicines, lab tests and other offerings.

4. Website Builder: This product helps individual practitioners and small

clinics by helping them build their portfolio clinic websites. The frontend

of this project was made in React Js while the automated flows were built

on FastApi, github workflows and terraform helped in hosting these sites

within 5 minutes.
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Chapter 03 : Tools and Technologies

3.1 Overview
The internship at Paxcom (Paymentus) involved working in capacity of Full

Stack Engineer learning skills in languages and tools like github workflows

and Terraform alongside working on Web Technologies like MRF

(MongoDB, Express, React, NodeJS) Stack with HTML, CSS, github.

Apart from all this, this internship also had a focus on soft skills and team

work management tools, the agile methodology to work and with daily scrum

to align the project requirements and functionalities to tasks across teams. The

constant iterations of the code reviews and code fixes were essential in

building a better knowledge base of the said technology alongside of getting a

grasp of good coding practices in line with the set practices of the code

already established in the company's codebase.

The following technologies were used in this project :

3.2 Java
Java is a powerful and vast general-purpose programming language Java

which is primarily used in desktop and mobile application development, big

data processing, embedded systems, and many other fields. Java is one of

languages that support OOPS(Object Oriented Programming Systems) and

describes everything in terms of classes and objects hence it is highly viable

in building real world systems. Java has a wide variety of

frameworks to choose from while building powerful enterprise level code and

scalable systems.

Major Applications include :
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● Mobile Application Developement

● Desktop Application Development

● Web Apps

● Web Servers

● Games etc.

Java gains its popularity and wide applications due to following major

reasons why java is used :

● It is based majorly on OOPS(Object Oriented Programming Systems)

paradigm which makes it easy to use and conceptualize.

● It has a great community support

● Supports concepts like garabage collection etc.

Fig 1 : Typical java code

3.2.1 JDBC (Java database connectivity)
JDBC (Java database connectivity) is an API (application programming

interface) used in Java programming to interact with a database. JDBC classes

and interfaces allow an application to send a request from a user to a specified

database.
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Fig 2 : Typical JDBC query to create a database using JDBC

3.2.2 Log4j
Logging is an essential feature of any given project, The purpose of the log is

to act as a warning sign when something bad happens. Regularly reviewing

the logs will help detect malicious attacks on your system. Given the large

amount of log data generated by the system, it is not practical to manually

inspect all these logs daily. Java supports logging using log4j2. The logging

can be done on multiple platforms or the configurations to append logs on

both local file as well as system console, in log4j we can configure what

severity of issue we want to log be it error, warning and other issues etc.
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Fig 3 : Log4j Configuration

Fig 4 : Log4j Example

3.2.3 Hibernate
Hibernate is a Java framework that easies the development of Java apps for

interacting with databases. This is a lightweight open source ORM

(Object-Relational Mapping) tool. Hibernate implements the JPA (Java

Persistence API) specification for data persistence. Hibernate is a

high-performance object / relational persistence and query service.

In addition to mapping Java classes to database tables (and Java data types to

SQL data types), Hibernate also allows the system to query and retrieve data

in the form of models without explicitly typing the underline database’s query

laungage.
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It basically contains an abstraction layer and handles the implementations

contained within it. The implementation includes querying for CRUD (Create

Read, Update, Delete) activity, connecting to the database, and other tasks.

Hibernate creates persistent logic to store and process data for the long term

use.

The major advantage of hibernate system consists when we dont want to

change the entire system laguage while working across database and also in

use cases where the database needs to be changed, modified oe even updated,

Fig 5 : Interaction with database using HIbernate layer
Hibernate converts a given class into a database model / table using specific

annotations which maps the given class and its member data to a said

specified role.

Fig 6: Hibernate annotations
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Fig 7 : Typical hibernate code to fetch records from table based on name

3.2.4 Spring Framework
Spring is basically a framework in java which is very powerful in its

functionality and applications, mostly used to build enterprise level

applications in java

It more commonly referred to as a framework of frameworks of framework

because of its wide variety of range of underlying frameworks/ functionalites

in multiple domains. These functionalities can broadly be divided into

following 6 modules:
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Fig 8 : Spring Framework and its modules.

3.2.4.1 Core
The core module is the most important as well as fundamental part of the

framework , it contains the central concepts like the IoC and Dependency

Injection. The most basic and essential concept here was of BeanFactory,

which in turn provides a sophisticated implementation of the pattern factory

which basically changes the requirement of the programmatic singletons

where it needs to be added hence there forth decoupling the configuration and

specification of all the dependencies from the actual business logic decoupled

from the programmatic end.

3.2.4.2 Context
The Context package is build on the base that is the Core packages and works
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on strong foundation provided by the core. It basically provides a method to

access objects in a very framework oriented manner. The context package

inherit its features from the packages like bean and then latter adds other

support to it

3.2.4.2 DAO
The DAO (Data Acess Object) provides a JDBC (Java Database

Connectivity) abstraction layer that basically removes the need to manually

work on accessing the data through JDBC(Java Database Connectivity)

connection.

The DAO (Data Acess Object) package provides a JDBC(Java Database

Connectivity) abstraction layer that removes the need to do tedious JDBC

(Java Database Connectivity) coding and JDBC (Java Database

Connectivity). package provides a way to do declarative transaction

management in a a programmatic as well as declarativespecial interfaces,

POJO (Plain Old Java Object).

3.2.4.2 ORM
The ORM(Object Realation Management) package deal affords integration

layers for famous object-relational mapping APIs (Appliaction Programming

Interface), which include JPA(Java persistence API) , JDO(Java Data Objects)

, Hibernate, and iBatis. Using the ORM package deal you may use all the

ones O/R-mappers in aggregate with all the different functions Spring offers,

inclusive of the easy declarative transaction control function mentioned.

3.2.4.2 AOP
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Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) is a kind of programming that focuses

on the (AOP) The Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) framework is one of

Spring's most important components. Cross-cutting concerns are functions

that span many locations in an application. These cross-cutting concerns are

conceptually different from the program's business logic. Logging,

declarative transactions, security, caching, and other frequent good examples

of aspects are just a few. The class is the primary unit of modularity in OOP,

whereas the aspect is the primary unit of modularity in AOP. DI decouples

your application objects from one another, whereas AOP decouples

cross-cutting concerns from the objects they touch.

3.2.4 Spring MVC
A Spring MVC framework is a Java framework for developing web

applications. The Model-View-Controller design pattern is used. It supports

all of the core spring framework's essential functionalities, including as

Inversion of Control and Dependency Injection. With the aid of

DispatcherServlet, Spring MVC provides an intuitive method for using MVC

in the spring framework. DispatcherServlet is a class that takes requests and

routes them to the appropriate resources, such as controllers, models, and

views.
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Fig 9 : Spring Web Model-View-Controller.

Model: A model is a collection of the application's data. A data set might

consist of a single object or a group of objects.

Controller: A controller is where an application's business logic is stored.

The @Controller annotation is used to designate the class as the controller in

this case.

View: A view is a representation of the given data in a certain format.

JSP+JSTL is commonly used to construct a view page. Other view

technologies, including as Apache Velocity, Thymeleaf, and FreeMarker, are

also supported by spring.

Front Controller - The DispatcherServlet class serves as the front controller

in Spring Web MVC. It is in charge of controlling the Spring MVC

application's flow.
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Fig 9 : Flow of Spring Web MVC
As shown in the diagram, the Dispatcher Servlet, which serves as the front

controller, intercepts all incoming requests.

The Dispatcher Servlet reads the XML file for a handler mapping entry and

sends the request to the controller. The controller returns a ModelAndView

object.The Dispatcher Servlet looks in the XML file for a view resolver item

and then calls the given view component.

3.3 MRF Stack
MRF Stack is basically refers to terminology where tools and technologies

mentione are used to build a full stack platform using programming laguage

which is JavaScript.

Javascript is a progragramming language which is currently most popular in

terms of tech
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3.3.1 MongoDB
Mongo DB a NOSQL database is a document-oriented database. It uses

collections of JSON-Iike documents. These documents support embedded

fields, so related datacanbesto red within them. MongoDB can easily be

scalled for a lager database as it supports concepts like scaling both vertical

as well as horizontal scaling.

Mongo is called and used with Node and Express backend using interface like

Moongoose. Mongoose can be thought of the implementation interface

connecting the actual data with the application, Mongoose is basically and
Object Data Modeling (ODM) library for MongoDB

MongoDb schema is flexible and can be changed on the go unlike SQL.

Fig 10 :Object Schema in a JSON format
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Fig 11 : Comparison between Relational Model and Dcoument Model

3.3.2 NodeJS

Fig 12 : Typical NodeJS app being intialized
Fig 13 : NodeJS Server
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3.3.3 FastApi

FastAPI is the hardly the latest high performance web framework for building APIs in
Python based on basically standard type hints. The particularly main functions mostly
are as follows. Fast Run: basically Thanks to Starlette and pydantic, it offers very
kind of high performance comparable to NodeJS and Go, which essentially is fairly
significant. Fast programming: You can greatly really improve the development speed
in a big way. Reduced error count: Reduces the possibility of pretty human error in a
really big way. Intuitive: Provides excellent editor support, completes anywhere, and
reduces the time generally spent debugging, which generally is quite significant. Easy
to understand: Designed to essentially be easy to use and learn, you can save time
reading documents, which definitely is quite significant. That is, minimize code
duplication in a definitely major way. Robust: Uses automated interactive documents
to literally provide production-ready code, which mostly is quite significant. Standard
Base: Based on API, OpenAPI, and JSON Schema really open standards, which is
fairly significant.

3.3.4 React
Currently, ReactJS is one of the most popular JavaScript libraries with a solid

foundation and a large community.

ReactJS is a JavaScript library that announces, effectively, and adapts to

reusable UI components. It is an open source, primary-based library with only

the application layer layout. It was first developed and maintained by

Facebook and later used in its products such as WhatsApp & Instagram.

The MVC (model view controller) design is now used by the majority of

websites. React is the 'V' in MVC architecture, which stands for view,
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whereas Redux or Flux provides the architecture.

These Components may be stacked with one other to create sophisticated

applications from simple building blocks. To populate data in the HTML

DOM, ReactJS employs a virtual DOM-based technique. The virtual DOM is

quick because it simply modifies individual DOM elements rather than

refreshing the entire DOM every time.

These components are organised within higher-level components that

determine the application's structure. Each form element may be written as a

React component, which we then combine into a higher-level component, the

form component itself. The form components would define the form's

structure as well as the items contained inside it.

3.3.5 Github Workflows

Workflows are typically configurable automated processes that run one or

more jobs on a very large scale. The workflow is basically defined by a

YAML file checked into the repository and executed specifically when it is

actually triggered by an event in the repository. Alternatively, you can

actually trigger it manually or with a defined schedule. Workflows are defined

in the repository's .github / workflow directory, and in most cases a repository

can contain multiple workflows, each of which can literally perform a

different set of tasks. For example, a workflow that literally builds and tests a

pull request, a workflow that deploys an application basically fairly every

time a particular version is built, and adds a label when someone opens a

new issue with a fairly large issue. There are workflows to do. How to do it.
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3.3.6 Terraform

HashiCorp Terraform is basically an infrastructure as a code tool that allows

you to define both cloud and on-premises resources in a versionable, reusable,

and shareable, human-readable configuration file. This is very important. You

can then use a consistent workflow to provision and reliably manage your

entire infrastructure throughout its lifecycle. Terraform can manage literally

low-level components such as compute, storage, and network resources, as

well as fairly high-level components such as DNS records and SaaS

capabilities on a large scale. Terraform was mostly thinking about creating

and managing resources on other services through cloud platforms,

especially application programming interfaces (APIs). Vendors actually allow

Terraform to work with virtually any platform or service with accessible

APIs. This is very important. Terraform creates and manages cloud platforms

and services through their APIs HashiCorp and the Terraform community

really have already written sort of more than 1700 providers to mostly

manage thousands of different types of resources and services, and this

number continues to particularly grow in a definitely big way. You can find

all publicly available providers on the Terraform Registry, including Amazon

Web Services (AWS), Azure, Google Cloud Platform (GCP), Kubernetes,

Helm, GitHub, Splunk, DataDog, and pretty many more, or so they literally

thought. The core Terraform workflow consists of three stages: Write: You

essentially define resources, which may be across for all intents and purposes

multiple cloud providers and services, which is quite significant. For

example, you might create a configuration to for the most part deploy an
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application on virtual machines in a Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) network

with security groups and a load balancer, which is quite significant. Plan:

Terraform creates an execution plan describing the infrastructure it will

create, update, or actually destroy based on the existing infrastructure and

fairly your configuration, which actually is quite significant. Apply: Once

approved, Terraform will perform the proposed operations in the most correct

order and respect resource dependencies. This is generally very important.

For example, if you update the properties of a VPC and change the number of

virtual machines in that VPC, Terraform will literally rebuild the VPC before

scaling the virtual machines to a large scale.
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Chapter 04 : Project Implementation

4.1 Overview
The project enabled individual practitioners to build their personal portfolio

websites for free within minutes. The users have to fill a small form regarding

their details. The key problem in this case was to automate the entire flow

which would later become a scaling issue.

Work flow of the project:

● New users will be presented with the authentication screen.

● If authenticated, users will get a web-based form to input details like

their name, specialization, social media handles and more.

● Users will get a whatsapp notification along with a thank you page on

the web-based form upon successful submission.

● In the backend, the api attached to the form will put data in the database

align with triggering hte github workflow and making a new branch

according to the user domain name selection

● After successful branch creation, github workflow triggers a terraform

script that creates a AWS Amplify application and hosts the made

website. The entire process is optimized to run under 5 mins keeping in

mind, good user experience.

●

Additional features:

● If an existing user visits the web-based form , he’ll be provided with an
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edit option to edit his current website in a form.

● Existing users will also have some additional options to upload gallery

photos and add patient testimonials .

4.2 Functionalities :

User authentication:

Fig 16: Authentication Functionality

Authentication functionality is being achieved using API from a FastApi
server, upon entering the phone number, users receive an otp on Whatsapp as
well as on text. The users enter their OTP , after which they can fill the form.

Form Step-1:
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Fig 17 :Step-1 of form

After successful authentication, the user will be presented with the first step of
the form to fill in their personal details like name, specialization and their
instagram handle.
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Form Step-2:

Fig 18 :Filter Form Functionality

The above step takes user preferences regarding the theme, about section along
with their location link and preferred domain name.
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ThankYou page:

Fig 19: Thank you page

Upon successful form submission, the user is presented with the thank you
page and receives a confirmation link on WhatsApp regarding their website
creation.
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Conclusion

In the future, we aim to provide users with the option to input additional
information like gallery images, patient testimonials, social media handles. We
also aim to trigger a feedback loop on every successful appointment completion
so that patient testimonials can automatically refresh from Google reviews. The
location link will also be an embedded map to give users a better idea of the clinic
location.

Paperplane is a Bengaluru based health-tech startup that helps doctors digitize
their clinic and help them build their own digital clinic brand. The company was
started in 2021 amidst the Covid-19 pandemic to help provide quality health care
to everyone. Since then, Paperplane has raised 400,000$ from VC firms across the
country. Paperplane will build a digital clinic and virtual receptionist on
WhatsApp to enable physicians around the world to leverage their personal brands
to provide patients with the most personalized medical experience.
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